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I. INTRODUCTION

The Mass Tracking (MTG)* System for the Fuel
Conditioning Facility (FCl?)zinitially uses calculated values
for the mass flows of irradiated EBR-11 driver fuel to be
processed in the electrorefiner. Validation of the
methodology used to calculate these mass values was based
on comparisons with measured values obtained on lead
experimental subassemblies.3s4 Nevertheless, these
calculated values are continually verified by measurements
performed by the Analytical Laboratory on samples from
the element chopper retained for each chopper batch. When
the measured data become available, it is necessary to
determine if the measured and calculated data are
consistent. If so, the MTG System retains the “best” data,
i.e., the data with the smallest uncertainties. If measured
and calculated data are not consistent, measurements must
be repeated on a backup sample, after which, again the
“best” data are used by the MTG System. Knowledge of the
uncertainties in both the measured and calculated data is
fundamental both to determining whether the data are
consistent and to determining which of the data are to be
used.

The present study uses the availability of a “large”
number of measured data from the initial chopper batch to
estimate uncertainties in the measured and calculated
values. Then the analyses of 65 chopper samples from the
first 9 batches are used to estimate the biases and trends in
calculated-to-measured values of the important data (fissile
masses, heavy metal masses and bumup) and recommends
a procedure for incorporating the measured data into the
MTG system.

IL ANALYSES OF IRRADIATED FUEL SAMPLES

The EBR-11 Spent Fuel-Treatment Demonstration
Project will include treatment of 100 spent driver
assemblies in FCF. The irradiated subassemblies are
dismantled elements containing Zr-alloy fuel are chopped
in the element choppe~ and segments of the chopped
elements are loaded into fuel dissolution baskets for
processing in the electrorefiner. Operation of the FCF
requires accurate estimates of the masses, compositions,
decay heat and activity of these chopped fuel se=gnents. As
part of the chopping operation in FCF, selected se=ments of
the chopped irradiated fuel are saved and sent to the
Analytical Laboratory for chemical analysis. Typically, this
involves saving a single chopped segment (plus an
addhional adjacent segment retained for backup) taken near
the axial midplane of the fueled section of the central fuel
element within the subassembly being processed. Routine
measurements on these samples include

* Sample Mass
* U Mass I Sample Mass
* Pu Mass / Sample Mass
* Zr Mass/Sample Mass
* Na Mass/Sample Mass
* Burnup (via determination of La or Tc content)
* U Isotopic Fractions ( 234WU,‘sU/U, %J/U,

Wvu)
* Pu Isotopic Fractions ( ‘9Pu/Pu, ‘q~dl% )
* Gamma Spectroscopy ( 137CS,l“Ce, ‘[%Ru/l{fiRh,

‘Mn, ‘)Co, ‘5Nb, l“Sb, ‘34Q, lwEu, ‘55Eu,and ‘Szr )

The measured values are used to confirm or, if
necessruy, replace the calculated values being used by FCF
operations. The calculated values are based on detailed
core-follow analysis covering the irradiation history of the
fuel. These methods (described in Ref. 3) are based on
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ENDF/B-V.2 nuclear data; nodal diffusion theory methods
in hexagonal-Z geometry; explicit intra-nodal (pin-by-pin)
depletion using REBUS-3/RCT with a limited depletion
chain for the principal nuclides; and point depletion using
ORIGEN-RA with a detailed depletion chain for the
numerous fission products and activation products.

In processing the fwst few irradiated subassemblies in
FCF, it was possible to request an increased number of
samples and measurements. This large number of samples
(18 plus 4 backup) provided a unique opportunity to
measure spatial dMributions of the nuclide inventories in
these assemblies and to compare these distributions with
calculated values. These comparisons were particularly
helpful in assessing the reproducibility and uncertainties in
the measurements, as well as the biases and uncertainties in
the calculated values.

Table I illustrates results of measured and calculated
values of the U content, Pu content and bumup (via La
content) obtained from 18 chopped fuel seement samples.
These samples represent 3 axial samples (bottom center and
top) from each of 3 fuel elements from the first 2 driver
subassemblies (C2954V and C2956V) processed in FCF.
The three fuel elements sampled spanned the subassembly
“radially,” i.e., innermost, middle, and outermost elements.
It may be noted from these values that mean
calculated-to-measured (C/M) values are quite good,
although a few dkcrepant values tend to widen the range of
these values, The mean C/M bias for the U content is

1.3%Iow; the mean C/M bias for the Pu content is -2.6%
high. These biases are consistent with the observed
overprediction of the bumup.

Measured and calculated values of the uranium isotopic
fractions of these irradiated samples from C2954V and
C2956V (not included here) also are in very good
agreement. The C/M values for the ‘5UKJ fraction range
from 0.9973-1.0000 with a mean value of 0.9987 ( 0.0009
(i.e., all values are less than or equal to 1.0000). All of the
C/M values for the ‘8U/U fraction are greater than 1.0000.
These values range from 1.0013-1.0053 with a mean value
of 1.0032 ( 0.0015. The underpredict.ion of the 235WU
fraction and the overpredction of the ‘8UAJ fraction by the
calculations are consistent with the underprediction of the
uranium content in the samples by the calculations (noted
above) and with the overpredction of the plutonium content
in the samples by the calculations (noted above) - all of
which are consistent with an overpredlction of the bumup
by the calculations.

One goal of the current study is to quantify two general
trends, namely, (i) biases between calculations and
measurements and (ii) the measurement uncertainties. The
availability of measurements for nine samples from each of
two subassemblies not only provides validation of the
calculated values (i.e., determination of biases in the
calculations) but also provides a rare opportunity to test the
consistency of the measured data (i.e., estimation of
uncertainties in the measurements).

Table L Measurement and Calculation of U Content, Pu Content and Bumup in Chopped Segment
Samples from Driver Assemblies C2954V and C2956V

- -— -- -,- ——. —.— . . .. .. .

Fuel Sample i gms U / gram Sample 1 mga Pu / gram Sample I Burnup, do (via La)

w Element Loca;lon Me& Calc. clM Mess. Calc. . CIM Mess. Calc. CIM

C2954V K353 B 0.661 0.660 0.999 3.098 3.209 1.036 7.1875 8.4203 1.1715

C2954V K353 c 0.640 0.651 1.017 3.075 3.240 1.054 6.5579 9.5060 1.1110
C2954V K353 T 0.673 0.669 0.994 2.652 2.692 1.015 6.6373 7.1941 1.0639

C2954V K449 B 0.694 0.661 0.953 3.103 3.128 1.008 8.0974 8.2303 1.0164
C2954V K449 c 0.666 0.651 0.978 3.116 3.171 1.018 9.0546 9.3149 1.0268
C2954V K449 T 0.875 0.669 0.992 2.565 2.627 1.024 6.5656 7.0348 1.0715

C2954V K266 B 0.690 0.662 0.960 3.055 3.049 0.998 7.7794 7.9955 1.0278
C2954V K286 c 0.661 0.653 0.988 3.026 3.092 1.022 8.4611 9.0154 1.0655
C2954V K286 T 0.673 0.671 0.996 2.552 2.575 1.009 6.4900 6.6301 1.0524

C2956V K347 0 0.674 0.66 t 0.962 3.139 3.190 1.016 8.0661 8.2269 1.0199

(X956V K347 c 0.667 0.653 0.978 3.168 3.203 1.011 8.3905 9.2744 1.1054
C2956V K347 T 0.670 0.669 0.997 2.608 2.710 1.039 7.1260 7.1486 1.0032

C2956V K592 B 0.678 0.661 0.975 2.981 3.103 1.041 7.23+31 7.8985 1.0912

C2956V K592 c 0.650 0.653 1.005 2.946 3.089 1.048 9.0957 8.6060 0.9682
C2956V K592 T 0.673 0.666 0.994 2.516 2.646 1.052 6.4978 6.8685 1.0570

C2956V K579 B 0.675 0.661 0.980 2.991 3.060 1.023 7.0645 7.6089 1.0771
C2956V K579 c 0.666 0.654 0.982 2.950 3.003 1.018 8.0958 8.3373 1.0298
C2956V K579 T 0.689 0.689 1.000 2.513 2.614 1.040 6.4184 6.6102 1.0299

Min. 0.840 0.651 0.953 2.513 2.575 0.998 6.4900 6.8301 0.9682

Max. 0.694 0.671 1.017 3.168 3.240 1.054 9.0957 9.5080 1.1715
Range 0.054 0.020 0.0+34 0.656 0.665 0.056 2.6057 2.6780 0.2034
Mean 0.870 0.661 0.987 2.692 2.987 1.026 7.6013 8.0179 1.0561
Std. fhf. 0.012 0.007 0.016 0.245 0.244 0.017 0.9085 0.9314 0.0472
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A test of the consistency of these data maybe obtained
by plotting correlations or combinations of the data. Only
a few of the many possible combinations were observed as
part of this study, and only one of these combinations is
included herein. Correlations of plutonium buildup,
expressed as the ratio of (Pu mass / U mass), versus bumup
observed in the bottom center and top samples from
subassemblies C2954V and C2956V are displayed in Figs.
1,2, and 3, respectively. Four sets of data are displayed in
these figures, namely, experimental (solid symbols) and
theoretical (open symbols) values for subassemblies
C2954V (triangles) and C2956V (squares). Curves are
drawn through the theoretical values to group these data and
to highlight their trend. Data point labels indicate the fuel
elements sampled and their “rd]al” position (Inner, Middle,
Outer).

The trend in the radial distributions of the theoretical
values indicates higher Pu buildup corresponding to higher
bumups (progressing Outer - Middle - Inner). The biases
between the calculated and measured values of U content
(underPredicted with mean C/M = 0.987), Pu content
(overPredicted with mean C/M = 1.026), and bumup
(overPredicted with mean C/M = 1.0561) are clearly
reflected in Figs. 1, 2 and 3-- the theoretical curves being
“translated up and to the right” relative to the measured
values in each figure.
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Curves are not drawn through the measured data
because the expected trends are not observed. Ti_dsmethod
of displaying the data is a particularly stringent test of their
consistency in that a single error in any of the three
quantities (U conten~ Pu content and bumup) will produce
a discrepant or inconsistent value. A few of the more
prominent discrepancies in the measured data are noted
below:

a) In Fig. 1, the radial trend for C2954V displays the
proper trend for Pu content; however, the
innermost value K353(9, which has the highest Pu
buildup, has the smallest bumup. It maybe noted
from the values shown in Table I that the measured
bumup for this sample (1) appears to be too low
by -12%.

b) In Fig. 1, the radial trend for C2956V displays the
proper trend for bumup; however, the outermost
value K579(0), which has a lower bumup than the
middle value K592(M), has a higher Pu buildup.
This discrepancy, which is smaller than the
uncertainties in these values, could be improved
either by raising the Pu/U ratio for K592(M)
and/or lowering the Pu/U ratio for K579(0).
Considering the biases given in Table I, the
measured I% content appears to be -0.4’%0high for
sample 16, K579(0), and appears to be -1.570 low
for sample 13, K592(M).

7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.9 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8

Burnup, do

Figure 1. Correlation of W/U Ratio versus Bumup for Bottom SampIes from C2954V’and C2956V
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c) There are discrepancies in Fig. 2 for both
subassemblies analogous to point a) above. That
is, the radial trends are correct for the Pu contenc
however, the innermost values - IC353(I) for
C2954V and K347(I) for C2956V - which have
the largest Pu buildup, do not have the largest
burnup. As indicated in Table I, the measured
burnup for sample 2, K353(I), appears to be low
by-5.5%, and the measured bumup for sample 11,
K347(I), appears to be low by -5%.

d) In Fig. 2, the Pu content for sample 14, K592(M)
of subassembly C2956V, appears consistent with
the other measured values of Pu contenq however,
the bumup value for this sample

e) exceeds the measured bumup values of all other
center samples. As shown in Table I, the
measured bumup for this sample (14) appears to
be too high by -970.
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Figure 2. Correlation of Pu/U Ratio versus Bumup for Midplane Samples from C2954V and C2956V

f) In Fig. 3, the trends of the measured data are
reasonably good. Only the bumup value for
sample 12, K347(I) of subassembly C2956V,
appears inconsistent. l%is sample should (and
does) have one of the highest bumup values
among the top samples; however, this sample,
which does not have the largest Pu content, has by
far (-7%) the largest measured bumup. As noted
in Table I, the measured burnup for this sample
(12) appears to be too high by -5%.

Considering first the uncertainties in the calculations,
there is -570 (1a) uncertainty in the flux normalization and
-2% (1u) uncertainty in the flux and reaction rate shapes.
Combined these uncertainties produce -5.4% (1u)
uncertainty in the calculated burnup distributions.
Calculation of the production and destruction rates for a
particular nuclide also includes uncertainties in the
one-group production and destruction cross sections of -3’%0

- for a combined uncertainty of -6.2% (Iu). The
uncertainties in calculated values of the principal fissile
nuclides after irradiation are determined by the uncertainties
in the initial enrichments (-1 ‘ZO 1o) plus the additional
uncertainty in the calculated bumup (-5.4% 1es). Because
this fuel has a low bumup (<10 a/o), the former
uncertainties dominate and translate to a combined
uncertainty of -1.1% (la) in the principal fissile nuclide
masses and an uncertainty of -0.5910(lo) in the total heavy
metal mass. However, the uncertainty in the ‘Wu mass in
the irradiated binary fuel will be determined by the
uncertainties in the production and destruction rates, or
-6.2% (lo). As discussed previously, these uncertainty
values for bumup and reaction rates are dominated by the
uncertainty in the flux normalization – an uncertainty likely
dominated by a systematic error or bias. Continued
comparisons with measured data should allow a correction
of thk bias, reducing significantly these calculational
uncertainties.
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Figure 3. Correlation of PuAJ Ratio versus Bumup for Top Samples from C2954V

Whh regard to the measurement uncertainties, it should
be noted that the uncertainties quoted by the Analytical
Laboratory (AL) performing the chemical analyses
represent only a portion of the total measurement
uncertainties (as the term “measurement” is used herein).
The quoted AL uncertainties represent the accuracy of a
particular instrument in measurement of a given sample.
These uncertainties are carefully determined by repeated
measurements of a sample. These values are, in fac4
excellent estimates of the uncertainties for “thatportion of
the measurement. However, uncertainties in other aspects
of the entire sampling / measurement procedure, such as
element chopping, segment sampling, sample dissolution,
separations, dilutions, reference standards, etc., are not
included in these quoted uncertainties. When considering
the spatial trends of the measured values, it is clear that the
variations of these values include uncertainties much larger
than the quoted AL uncertainties. That is, it appears that
“sampling effects” contribute a component of uncertainty
much larger than the quoted AL uncertainties. It is further
noted that some potential measurement errors could bias
results of absolute measurements, such as determination of
U, Pu, and La content, yet have little or no impact on
relative measurements, such as the U and Pu isotopic weight
fractions.
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Estimates of the consistency of the measured values are
appropriate estimates of the measurement uncertainties, and
good estimates of the consistency of the measured values
can be inferred from the variations of the
calculated-to-measured values. The C/M values reflect the
biases and uncertainties in both the measurements and the

.calculations, making it impossible, in general, to infer the
biases and uncertainties in either the measurements or the
calculations. However, for select sets of measurements
these error components can be separated

The measurements discussed up to this point were
obtained from samples from two subassemblies of the same
type and same composition and having similar irradiation
histories (core locations, neutron spectra, and exposures).
Therefore, many of the calculational errors should have a
comparable bhs for these two subassemblies. Furthermore,
the measurements include sets of samples from a fixed axial
location from three elements withk a subassembly.
Because the gradient of the neutron flux (and reaction rates)
across these subassemblies (which were loaded near the
center of the core) is quite small and the width of the
subassemblies (pitch =2.32 inches) is small, the spatial (i.e.,
pin-to-pin) variations of the parameters of interest are quite
small. For example, maximum variations across these
subassemblies of-l-2% in U mass and -109o in bumup are
verified by both the measured and calculated values. Again
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the calculational errors in these reIative values should be
small (less than a few percent). Even a 3% error in
calculating these relative values would correspond to
maximum errors of only -0.03 -O.06% in the U mass
distribution or -0.3% in the bumup distribution. These
errors are not significant relative to the variations observed
in the measured estimates. For example, if biased
calculated values which fit the actual values of the bumup
distribution to within AI% on shape and d% on
normalization were available and were used to “correct” the
spatial variation of the measured values, an estimate of the
errors in the measured values based on the variation in the
“corrected” measured values would be only slightly affected
by the errors in the calculated values.

No attempt has been made to adjust or bias the
depletion calculations of this study to fit all of the measured
parameters. However, the calculations have. been
renormrdized to fit the average measured bumup and these
calculations agree reasonably well with the other parameters
of interest. For the sets of samples measured in these
subassemblies, the wu-iation in the “corrected” measured
values is equivalent to the vaiation in the
calculati-t~measured values. Therefore, the variations in
the biases of these renorrnalized calculations are taken to be
reasonable estimates of the overall measurement (lo)
uncertainties. These estimated measurement uncertainties
are summarized below:

U Mass 1.6% Pu Mass 1.7% L.aMass (Bumup) 4.5%
“u/u 170 ‘~dl% 0.2570
~SUW 0,25% 2qflu 1.6%

‘6u/u 0.770
‘sU/u 0.2570

These estimated measurement uncertainties are
somewhat larger than the quoted AL uncertainties for the
absolute measurements (of U, Pu and La content) and
comparable to the quoted uncertainties for the relative
measurements (of the U and Pu isotopic weight fractions).
In particular it should be noted that these estimated
measurement uncertainties are slightly larger than the
calculational uncertainties in predicting the U mass (- 1.170

la), aremuch smaller than the calculational uncertainties-ifl
predicting the Pu mass (-6.2% lu), and are comparabl~ to
the crdculational uncertainties in predicting the bumup
(-5.4% lU).

Very sitilar C/M biases (also not included here) are
obtained in comparison of crdculated values with measured
values now afailable for 65 samples from the f~st 9
chopper batches of irradiated driver fuel. The mean C/M
bks for the U content is 0.9847& 0.0167; the mean C/M
bias for the Pu content is 1.0533 &0.0386; and the mean
C/M bias for the burnup (via La content) is
1.0345 a 0.0608. These biases in the calculated values do
not result in unacceptable errors in the input masses.
However, these comparisons of calculated values with
measured values consistently indicate agreement would be
improved by lowering the calculated burnup (i.e., reducing
the power or flux in the calculations). .. -— . . .

— —--=

Renormalized calculations in which the power (or flux)
levels are reduced by the bias factor on the burnup (i.e, by
1/1.0561) have also been performed. A sample of the
results of these renormalized calculations is given in Fig. 4.
‘Ms figure plots the correlation of the Pu buildup (as
indicated by the W/U ratio for the sample) versus the atom
percent bumup. Also included in Fig. 4 are data measured
from a backup sample (indicated by the prime) from
element K353. It can be noted that these calculated values
based on reducing the power by the bias factor on the
bumup are in excellent agreement with the measured values.
The mean C/M for the burnup is 1.0010 and the mean C/M
bias for the PuAJ ratio is 0.9842.

Accumulation of measured data and the C/M
comparisons for these chopped fuel segment samples has
improved both the calculationrd and experimental
methodologies. In particular, it has enabled a reasonable
estimate of the uncertainties in these data. Knowledge of
these uncertainties allow standard statistical methods of
hypothesis testing for the determination of the consistency
of the calculated and measured values, the necessity of
measurements on backup samples, and which data
(calculated or measured) to accept for the MTG System.
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Figure 4. Correlation of Pu/U Ratio versus Bumup for Bottom Samples and
Backup Sample — Recalculated with Reduced Power
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